
Forward-thinking Marketing Strategist with over five years of experience raising brand awareness. Increased social media 
followings by 116%, improved engagement by over 50% in three months, and generated over $40K in 

revenue within a fiscal year from marketing efforts. Pursuing a role that leverages creative-thinking and strategy to grow a 
brand and cultivate an engaged community.
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skills
Paid social media campaign development and management
Verbal and written communication 
Marketing strategy and execution 
Social media management
Analytics and testing
Creative thinking
Email marketing
Content creation

Improved Instagram engagement by 68% within three months in comparison to the previous period
Increased LinkedIn engagement and following by 100%
Grew Instagram post reach by 208% inside two months on the job compared to the previous period
Created social media ads that resulted in above-average click-through and referral rates
Write social media and email copy
Social media and email reporting
Social media management
Email marketing
Content creation

contract Marketing strategist
Ladybird Styling | Kansas City, MO | 2020-present

Increased subscribers by 17% within five months
Maintained 95.6% video approval rate
Accumulated over 13K hours watched on four videos 

content creator
Youtube | 2015-present

Incorporated fresh content ideas, which resulted in an increase of followers by 102% between Facebook, 
Instagram, and LinkedIn within eight months
Planned and managed a digital marketing campaign that generated over $30k in donations
Through various marketing efforts, brought in over $30K in revenue within one fiscal year
Managed Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, and Twitter
Executed live event coverage via Instagram and Facebook stories
Collaborated with multiple departments, multi-tasking various projects to meet organizational needs and goals
Created email and social media standard operating procedures that streamlined processes while also increasing 
work  production and efficiency

Marketing Specialist

PKD Foundation | Kansas City, MO | Feb 2018- Oct 2020

Taught English to students between the ages of 4-6 years of age 
Designed and implemented an engaging curriculum
Worked alongside an international staff

ESL Teacher

Nicole’s Home | Haikou, China | 2015- 2016

Email design, strategy, reporting and copywriting
Collaborated with the owners to re-brand
Website creation and management
Social media management

Marketing Specialist

NTC | New York, NY | 2017- 2018


